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Reading is at once a lonely and an
intensely sociable act.
― Edmund White
This talk will focus on the sociable
aspect of reading. It asks whether it is
possible to read one’s lifestory
through books. Could reading
become a site through which
friendships, companions, and
communities be forged across time?
Drawing upon the works of
Christopher Isherwood and Edmund
White, I will highlight the importance
of such relational networks in the
construction of queer subjectivity.
Having completed his studies in English from Fakir Mohan University, the
University of Hyderabad, and the University of Delhi, Dr. Umasankar Patra won
the UGC Junior Research Fellowship, Christopher Isherwood Foundation
Fellowship, and a Bursary Grant from the Institute of English Studies, University
of London. He has taught at the University Delhi colleges and is currently an
Assistant Professor in the Department of Humanities and Social Sciences at NIT,
Tiruchirappalli. His published work includes research papers (Isherwood’s
Queer fiction, Translation as a way of Indian thought, etc.), book reviews, book
chapters (Odiya regional and pop cultures), and translations of critical scholarly
work from Odiya for English anthologies. Dr. Patra’s research interests cover
Anglo-American Modernism, Autobiography Studies, Queer Studies and
Modernity in India (with a special focus on Odisha). His book project engages
with “Queer Autobiographicality” through the works of Christopher Isherwood,
Edmund White, and Paul Monette. He is also exploring the intersection of
pedagogy and colonial institutions in order to study the novel articulation of
modernity in Odisha vis-à-vis the idiom of conservatism.

This series of talks is intended mainly for
students of the MA programme. Students
at this stage begin to approach reading
more professionally, and often wonder
how courses in English will make them
better readers of texts defined broadly:
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handwriting, print, digital material, codes and symbols, screens and
films, objects and artifacts in the phenomenal world, etc. If they
understand reading as process, they might wonder how
transformative and influential it is in the long run. This series of talks
is intended mainly for students of the MA programme. Students at this
stage begin to approach reading more professionally, and often
wonder how courses in English will make them better readers of texts
defined broadly: handwriting, print, digital material, codes and
symbols, screens and films, objects and artifacts in the phenomenal
world, etc. If they understand reading as process, they might wonder
how transformative and influential it is in the long run. In this series,
distinguished teachers from all over India, both young and old, will
interact with students online for about two hours. They know that
they will be talking to students of English, a vibrant discipline of
thought and action. The speakers in this series will adopt a very
accessible style, appropriately responsive to students who begin
reading rather than researchers whose priorities are considerably
governed by their theses. The format of each presenter may vary but
they will be very helpful in suggesting alternatives and
improvements, bibliographical leads, and directions for further
reading and reflection.
Reading Matters will be scheduled every month, subject to the
Department’s timetables and the availability of invited guest speakers.
These talks are under the aegis of the Institution of Eminence [IoE]
grant made available to the IoE Research Chair Professor in the
Department.
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